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CONNECTION THROUGH TRUST
About Paulette Pidcock
Paulette Carnicelli Pidcock is a certified Executive Leadership Coach and serves as Founder and
President of Pidcock Coaching Partners, LLC. Drawing on her decades as a successful corporate lobbyist
and leader in Washington DC, Paulette has created her coaching business to make a difference in the
lives of her clients.
Paulette spent her corporate career as a government relations executive for three multi-billion dollar
energy and utility holding companies (PPL Corporation, PG&E Corporation, and Baltimore Gas &
Electric Company), where her leadership skills, policy expertise, and relationship prowess earned her
respect within her corporations, industry associations, professional organizations, and on Capitol Hill.

Connect with Paulette
Paulette brings extensive, real-life experiences and expertise to her coaching strategies, skills, and
knowledge of what contributes to effective and transformational leadership. Paulette partners with
her clients in their journey to being an authentic values-based leader with purpose, and vision –
inspiring trust while working for change. Visit www.pcpidcock.com to connect with Paulette.
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Credentials
35+ years corporate lobbying energy strategy
Founder & President of Pidcock Coaching Partners, LLC
Georgetown University - Certified Leadership Coach
Member - International Coach Federation

Global Speaker & Facilitator
Certified EQi-2 Assessment
Certified Goleman EI Training
Certified Leadership Circle Profile

Paulette's Leadership Vision
Our current reality is playing out in the truest sense of a VUCA world: Volatile, Uncertain,
Complex, and Ambiguous. Strong, effective, and resilient leaders are critical to stabilize
organizations while also defining future opportunities. Current and future leaders must possess
and incorporate critical emotional intelligence skills. In all times, but especially in times of
crisis, operating from both the heart and the head better enables them to make tough, rational
decisions to protect financial performance —and to do so with empathy and compassion that
comes from an understanding of how such decisions impact the people involved.
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